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The Hollow Earth & 2008 North Pole Expedition
by Dr. Brooks Agnew (90 min - $20)
Dr. Agnew describes the principles behind the science of planetary
formation which point to the Earth as having a hollowed toroidal
shape. Due to the melting of the Polar icecap, he explains how it is
now possible to go by boat all the way to the North Pole to find what
he believes will be an entrance passage that can be scientifically
confirmed.

‘Anastasia Series’ & Reconnecting to Nature through
Spiritual Permaculture
by Leonid Sharashkin – Russia (90 min - $20)
Leonid Sharashkin is editor of Anastasia: The Ringing Cedars book
series which has single handedly inspired a nationwide ecomovement in Russia. He discusses the impact of ancient wisdom of
how to influence plants from seed to bio-chemically produce exactly
what an individual needs for perfect health or healing.

The Exopolitical Revolution: Disclosure as a Cosmic Birthing
by Steven Bassett (70 min - $20)

The Dead Sea Scrolls Revealed
by Dr. Frank Stranges (90 MIN - $20)

A powerful presentation demonstrating why he is considered a
seminal figure in the emergence of the exopolitical movement. Mr.
Bassett demonstrates how we have progressed well beyond the
question of whether UFOs are real, and must now consider the
political implications of extraterrestrial life.

Dr. Stranges elaborates upon the mission of neighboring human
extraterrestrials within our own solar system who wish to assist Earth
people toward a more peaceful future. He also discusses the subject
of the Dead Sea Scrolls, and evidence concerning the suppression of
these valuable documents.

The Path to Breakthrough Energy Technologies:
A Grassroots Movement and New U.S. Legislation
by Joel Garbon (60 min - $20)

Future Energy Technologies & UFO Propulsion Systems
by Dr. Tom Valone (90 min - $20)

A heartfelt presentation on the emergence of alternative energy
technologies and their promise to revolutionize life on our planet. He
shares a deeply moving account of how many inventers are suppressed
by vested interests, and how promising new energy technologies are
routinely ignored at an official level.

The Unified Field & New Science Paradigms
by Nassim Haramein (90 min - $20)
Physicist Nassim Haramein gives a dynamic presentation on how
understanding the true nature of motion revolutionizes our
understanding of gravity, electromagnetic energy and the origins of
the universe. He eloquently reveals how his theory on the ‘Origin of
Spin’ leads to a unified field theory long sought by Albert Einstein. A
holistic theory that revolutionizes our understanding of physics.

Physicist, engineer and author, Dr. Valone, describes a variety of
promising new energy technologies that can revolutionize the energy
sector, including magnetic motors as well as electromagnetic healing
devices that can transform the medical industry. He then clearly
outlines how the propulsion systems of UFOs would operate in order
to cover the large distances of interstellar space.

Unveiling our Hidden History & Telepathic Future:
The Spiritual Awakening of Humankind
by Angelika Whitecliff (105 min - $20)
3 part presentation: 1) Archeology Unplugged & the Origins of
Humankind, 2) Consciousness & Evolution, 3) Ascension &
Telepathy. Human evolution did not happen in a linear fashion as
taught by outdated Darwinian Theory, it takes place as a dynamic
process that is governed by consciousness which knows no bounds.

The Real Da Vinici CODE
by Dr. Len Horowitz (90 min - $20)

Leaked Gov’t Documents & UFO Crash Retrievals
by Dr. Robert Wood (60 min - $20)

Dr. Horowitz discusses his work of uncovering the ‘real’ Da Vinci
Code – a "Perfect Circle of Sound" hidden within Da Vinci's famous
drawing, The Vitruvian Man. He gives compelling evidence that this
Code is found in the geometric configuration of the human body and
DNA itself.

Dr Wood discusses some of the most important documents & events
substantiating the existence of extraterrestrial life, the recovery of
crashed ET vehicles and a high level government cover up. With
considerable knowledge and expertise, he provides an excellent
historical overview and analysis of extraterrestrial visitation.

Atlantis - Extraterrestrails - Life on the Moon
by Hector Palacios (90 min - $20)

The Helianx Proposition
& the Delvic World, Dolphins & Non-human Intelligences
by Timothy Wyllie (75 min - $20)

In his first U.S. appearance, Mexican shaman and healer Hector
Palacios discusses his 40+ years of experiences with various
extraterrestrial groups. The spiritual message he has been given by
these extraterrestrials emphasizes the importance of love as a unifying
principle for life in all its diversity.

Author Timothy Wyllie blends together poetry, an extraterrestrial
supposition and a flowing artistic style in his latest art film project,
The Helianx Proposition, which he premieres in this presentation. He
then opens the floor to audience questions – light and humor filled.

OTC-X1: The World’s First Teleportation Spacecraft
by Ralph Ring (90 min - $20)

Speaker Panel + Earth Transformation Declaration
Question & Answer Session (60 min - $20)

Ralph Ring describes the events leading up to his work with Otis Carr
(Nikola Telsa’s protogee) on the development of a civilian spacecraft
prototype. Mr. Ring continued to research and develop ways to
levitate vehicles and buildings which he is convinced is feasible if
authorities permit such technology to enter into the public sector.

A conference panel comprising speakers addresses a variety of
audience questions concerning extraterrestrial life, disclosure, new
energy technologies and spirituality. Next the conference as a body
adopts by consensus the final version of the Earth Transformation
Declaration. A recommended sleeper surprise of rich content.

Extraterrestrials Living Among Us: An Ancient
Phenomenon Reemerges
by Dr. Michael Salla (90 min - $20)
Dr. Salla begins with a historic overview of ancient texts which
describe extraterrestrials that have made Earth their home, suggesting
that this is not a new phenomenon. Examined are a variety of
contactees who described cases of extraterrestrials whom they
interacted with in public places and in open view without notice.
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